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CONFIGURATION AI
5E LHF Arm, RHF Wedge, Pwr Recl
3E RHF Arm, Pwr Recliner

   

AUDIO
The Audio home theatre seating collection offers refined,
contemporary style on a smaller scale. Space-savings
come from the slender track arm that has a small, subtle
radius. The power headrests are nicely padded with an
extensive range of travel to offer the utmost comfort
regardless of your height, while the chaise style seating
provides full body support for maximum relaxation. The
Audio's wallhugger capability ensures seats can be
placed inches away from the wall, while maintaining the
ability to fully recline. Meanwhile, high-resiliency foam
seating provides comfort and support whether sitting or
reclining that lasts for years to come. Plush blown-fiber
back cushions complete the home theater seating
experience. Available in a multitude of configurations to
suit any space, you can set up as many rows as needed
to distinguish the lounging ambience for any occasion. As
if these features were not enough, the Audio is
compatible with a variety of accessories, all designed to
enhance functionality and keep up with the demands of a
highly functional space.

FEATURES
Features: Single and double needle top stitching for
luxurious tailoring (on leather and select fabrics),
Hidden plastic glides integrated into the base, Keep all
your devices charged and at your fingertips with built-in
USB charging, 2.1 amp
Frame Construction: The majority of Palliser frames are
constructed from engineered wood products, hardwood
or softwood; joints are pinned and glued for uniformity
and strength.
Cushions: Semi-attached back cushions feature a fibre
filling, blown into channels to prevent shifting and
provide pillow-soft comfort, Full, chaise-style seat
cushions feature a high-resiliency, high density foam
core with a polyester wrap
Suspension: Back suspension features sinuous springs
to provide premium comfort and support, Seat
suspension features heavy gauge sinuous springs,
engineered to provide premium comfort and endurance
Mechanism Activation: Power recline and power
headrests operated by a brushed metal power switch
with integrated USB charging
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